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About this Guide  
This training guide will equip teachers and administrators to run and interpret assessment reports in Classrooms to 
facilitate instructional decision-making.  
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CIITS Home Page: My Schoolnet 

 

When you first log in to CIITS you will arrive on the home page, also known as ‘My Schoolnet.’ This page 
has many useful links. What you see depends on whether you are a teacher or administrator. 

 

View the Classrooms Assessment Monitor in My Schoolnet 
The Classrooms Assessment Monitor is a report that “lives” in My Schoolnet. It allows teachers to easily identify and 
segment their students based on recent assessment data.  
 
Choose a section to view in the My Classroom area. Administrators can select a teacher and section. 

 
 

Components of the Classrooms Assessment Monitor 

The Classrooms Assessment Monitor provides teachers direct access to useful test information: 
 District and Local Tests – Offers information related to benchmark assessments that are in progress or 

completed.  

 Classroom Tests – Provides information related to a teacher’s in progress and completed Classroom tests (i.e., 
tests that the teacher has created for their own students and tests that have been assigned or recommended 
to the teacher by an administrator).  

 Standardized Tests – Allows teachers to select from available standardized test results. 

 Upcoming Tests – Shows teachers all upcoming tests related to their sections, with test name, online passcode 
and test stage provided in a line-by-line format. 

 
 
 

View Upcoming Tests  
Teachers can use the Upcoming Tests tab to quickly see all current tests at a glance (test name, online passcode 
tests and test stage).  

 
 
 
 
 

View all tests 
related to the 
selected section 
regardless of 
test stage 

Click a test name to view test detail 
and links to additional functionality 

This is the passcode 
that students will 
need to take the test 
online 

Link to Proctor 
Dashboard 
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View District/Local, Classroom & Standardized Test Results by Student  

The District and Classroom Tests tabs function the same way: the only difference is the source of the tests. The 
three most recent tests are displayed in each tab. Only current year tests are displayed in the first two tabs. In the 
Standardized Tests tab you can select a prior year test and, if applicable, view by each test subject.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

What if the student boxes have multiple squares? 
Once students have results for more than one test, you will be able to 
compare the currently selected test results with recent performance on 
other tests. The box with the thin black outline represents the selected 
test and will therefore match in color to the top band. To view the 
student’s test history, click the name to go to the Classroom (or 
Benchmark) tab of the Student Profile. 

 

Compare class 
performance to school 
and district (not 
applicable to most 
Classroom tests) 

Jump to 
reports for 
selected test 

Overall % 
correct on three 
most recent test 
administered to 
these students 

Select test 
to view 

Click squares to 
filter. Mouse 
over to view cut 
score for color 
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Classrooms Home Page 
The Classrooms home page allows teachers to easily access, understand and use data on a daily basis to inform 
instruction with one-click access to lesson plans, class rosters and test scores. The Classrooms sub navigation 
contains the following sections: 

 

 Student Performance/Analyze Sections – Default Classrooms home serves as the ‘Teacher Dashboard.’ Reporting 
in this section is the focus of this document.  

 Student Groups – Manage group membership of student sets. 
 Lesson Planner – Schedule lessons. 
 Materials Search – Locate lessons, resources, standards. 

 
 
 

 

   
 
 

Analyze Sections Tabs 
 Benchmark Dashboard – Current year interim assessments administered by the district/school.  
 Classroom Test Dashboard – Current year tests created and administered by the teacher. 
 Item Analysis – Question level results.  
 Skills Analysis – View student performance by standards assessed during the year.  
 Standards Mastery – Test mastery by standard.  
 Student List – List of students in the selected section; views for contact info, marks, etc.  
 Student Analysis – Spreadsheet of student-by-student information on a variety of data points. 
 
 

 

Choose the desired 
section. Administrators 
can select by teacher 
and section.  

Filter benchmarks 
if list is long 

Open detailed 
test results 

Click header to 
sort by column 

Online 
help 
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How Do I Access Results for a Recent Assessment? 
All assessment reports in Classrooms are available in Analyze Sections.  

View the Benchmark (or Classroom Test) Dashboard 

Both the Benchmark and Classroom Dashboards operate in the same way and provide shortcuts to many of these 
reports. Use the Classroom Test tab to analyze results for tests you create and administer. 

To access reports from the Classroom or Benchmark Dashboard: 
1. In Analyze Sections, make sure the desired section is selected in the Section Chooser. Administrators 

can filter by teacher. 

 
 
2. Click  to  ‘expand’ at test in either the Benchmark or Classoom Test Dashboard tab. 

 
3. Notice the test details available, including a comparison by standard of the class to the school and 

district. Click the desired report type.  
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How Did My Class Do on a Recent Assessment? Standards Mastery Report 
The Standards Mastery Test report can be one of the most effective resources to assist teachers in focusing 
instruction and addressing student weaknesses. The report provides summary data for a group of students that can 
be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of instruction, and identifying areas for further instruction. It displays the 
number of students who scored in each proficiency level by standard. Only the skills that were assessed on the test 
are displayed. This report is used to show performance of the group as a whole on specific standards. The report 
allows teachers to determine which standards were mastered by a majority of the class and easily identify students 
who did not master a standard, regardless of how well the class did overall. This report supports grouping for 
differentiated instruction.   
 

Parts of the Standards Mastery Report 
The default Score Group view provides an opportunity to compare performance by standard. The number of test items 
covered by each standard is indicated. Cut scores are visible in the report key. Depending on the number of questions 
and the cut scores it may be mathematically impossible to have students in the middle score group(s). For example, 
in the first standard shown, students either got a 0% or 100%. So even though the report indicates that 31 students 
were in the ‘Excellent’ score group, we can tell that this is based on only one question.  

 
 
Clicking on one of the score group numbers for a standard brings up the Student Mastery Groupings section for that 
standard.  If surprised to see a student in a particular group, the teacher could click on the student name to access 
the profile and see how a student did on other assessments for comparison. 
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The Section Average indicates what percent of questions on this standard the class as a whole answered correctly. 
While convenient for an overall sense of performance by standard, it does not provide a way to break out results by 
students. 

 
 

 

Run the Standards Mastery Report 

To run the report: 
1. Click the Standards Mastery link on the Benchmark or Classroom Test Dashboard.  

 

 

2. The report displays how many students were in each score group by standard. Identify a standard that 
students struggled with and click one of the score group numbers in that row. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. The Student Mastery Groupings page lists students by score group. You can click on a name to go to the 
Student Profile. You can also create a student group of all the students in a selected score group.  

 
 

View 
standard 
detail with 
material 
inventory. 

If you use the Lesson Planner the report 
will show how many times the standard 
has been taught and scheduled. To 
start, the Times Taught and Times 
Scheduled columns are empty.  

Times Assessed is 
the # of 
benchmarks on 
which this skill has 
been covered to 

Roll cursor over Key 
to view cut scores 

Schedule the 
standard on your 
lesson planner 
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4. Notice in the top right corner the link to view all related educational materials (e.g. lessons, resources) 
that are aligned to the same standard. 

 
 

5. Scroll down and click  to return to the report. 
 

6. Switch the view to ‘Section Average.’ 

 
 
7. The section average is displayed for each standard. 

 
 
 

Questions for Understanding 
 On which standard did students do the best and worst? 
 What are the cut-offs for each score group? 
 What standard was covered by the most test questions? 

 
Practice 
Once any open response items are scored, run a Standards Mastery report on your site for a Classroom assessment 
you created and administered.. Answer the following questions: 
 Do you see a particular standard on which students performed the worst? Do you define ‘worse’ as having the 

most students in the lowest score group or the fewest in the top score group?  
 On what standard did student score the best? Why do you think this is so? 
 How many questions are tested for most standards? Do you think this is enough to determine mastery? What 

other ways do you have to determine student mastery on a particular standard? 
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Which Questions Were Most Difficult? Item Analysis Report 
The Item Analysis report allows for question level analysis for any benchmark or classroom test. It can be one of the 
most effective resources to assist teachers in focusing instruction and addressing student weaknesses. The report 
provides summary data for a group of students that can be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of instruction, and 
identifying areas for further instruction.  
 
This report is used to show performance of the group as a whole on specific test questions. The item analysis 
provides specific information about the exact questions with which students struggled. The report allows teachers to 
distinguish between questions answered incorrectly by a majority of students, versus those answered incorrectly by 
only a few students. Additionally, teachers can identify which wrong answer was selected most frequently in order to 
determine why the students may have missed the item. Therefore, the item analysis shows teachers additional detail 
about standards that that need to be addressed across the class, before narrowing the focus to individual students 
and their specific needs.   
 
 
 

Parts of the Item Analysis Report 

At the top of the report are several viewing options.  

 
 

 Order by Item Number (Default) – Display questions in numerical order. 
 Order By Standards Performance – Group questions by standard and display an average percent correct. 
 Order by Percent Correct – Display most frequently missed question first. 
 Highlight low performing student – Highlight non-proficient students in pink. 
 View Currently Enrolled Students  (Default) – Display currently enrolled students only. 
 View All Students – Display all students who have been enrolled in the selected section at some point this 

year. 

 

 

The Section-Wide Summary provides an opportunity to compare, by question, section performance to that of the 
school and district as a whole. The percent of students selecting the correct answer is indicated both for the overall 
test and each question. In this example there is not a wide difference in performance between this class, the school 
and district. 
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The Student-By-Student Data section indicates what each student answered: green check for correct; f or multiple 
choice and T/F questions letters indicate wrong responses. ‘Griddable’ responses, if applicable, indicate the actual 
incorrect answer. Freeform response questions indicate points achieved. Click any column header to sort. The teacher 
can click on an Item # at the top of the column to view the content; for example, to determine what was so attractive 
about wrong answer D. It is worth looking at item discrimination – did each question discriminate between students 
who knew the content (received high scores) and those who did not (received low scores)?  Questions with the high 
scorers answering incorrectly and the low scorers answering correctly are worth looking into. The teacher could click 
on the student name to access the profile and see how a student did on other assessments for comparison. 

 
 
 
The Standards Alignment chart shows the standard that is assessed by each question, essential knowledge to 
interpreting the item analysis and making instructional adjustments. You can click the question number to display the 
Item Detail page. If provided and loaded, the text of the actual question is displayed. After you review the question 

content, scroll down and click  

 

 
Run the Item Analysis Report 

 

To run the report: 
1. Click the Item Analysis link on the Classroom (or Benchmark) Test Dashboard.  
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2. View the Student-by-Student section and sort on one of the columns.  

 

 

 

Practice 
Run an item analysis report on your site. Experiment with the different viewing options. Answer the following 
questions: 

 Try to find a standard on which performance on different aligned questions varied widely. 
 Which four questions were missed the most? Were any on the same standard? 
 Look at the most missed question. Was one wrong answer picked more than others? If so, why do you think 

this is so? 
 Were the most-missed questions good discriminators? 

 
 
 
 

What Information is Available About Each Student? View the Student Profile 
Student Profiles include all data that is available in Schoolnet about each student. Individual student data is highly 
sensitive and may be regulated by local, state and federal laws. Always exercise extreme caution in viewing, analyzing 
and acting on this information. Throughout Schoolnet you can access a student profile by clicking any student name 
that appears in blue (or purple) text, such as from the Standards Mastery score groupings. 

 
 
 

Printing a Profile 

Open a Student Profile. Click the Create PDF link.  Check the sections to print and click . 
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Tabs in the Student Profile 
The tabs, their order and specific data points may vary according to grade level and what your district has chosen to 
load and display. Additionally, your user permissions may restrict access to some fields. 
 

Tab Displays… 

 

Personal information, current year marks and benchmark results that highlight 
strong and weak standards. 

 Absences – Currently, attendance is not collected or displayed.  

 Strong and Weak Standards – An overview of the most recent current year 
benchmark in each subject is displayed at the bottom of the overview.   

 

 

Current enrollment. Scroll down to view current year course enrollment. 

 

Coming Soon! Benchmark score by school year and test category (if applicable). 
View by test administration or standard. In the test view, click Item Analysis to view 
question level results.  

 

Classroom test scores by school year and subject. View by test administration or 
standard. In the test view, click Analyze to access item analysis results. Spans 
classroom tests given by all teachers. 

 

Performance on all standardized tests that have been loaded into the system.  
 

The Detailed Performance Tables links to the full test information, including sub-
section results if available.  
 

The Score Group Distribution Chart indicates the score group of everyone who took 
this test at the same time and same school as the student.  

 


